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Docket Nos: 50-327
50-328

Mr. N. B. Hughes
Manager of Power
Tennessee Valley Authority
830 Power Building
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401

' '

Dear Mr. Hughes:
, ,

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - SEQUOYAH

In recent weeks, our contin"ing review of the Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant has identified a number of positions and
requests for additional information. Copies of all of
the attached items except : hose in the financial area
have previously been made .tvailabic to members of your
staff. Thd enclosed Reactor Systems Branch questions
resulted from our review oE Amendment 57 and attachments
to your letter of December 4, 1978.

Your earliest possibic res ponse to these requests for
additional information is required to preclude further delays
in completion of our revi3w.

S crel
,

QJovah k
Steven A. harga,s hief
Light Water Reactors Branch No. 4
Division of Project Management

Enclosure:
Request for Additional

Information

cc: See next page
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Tenn~essee Valley Authority - -
-

ccs:
Herbert 5. Sanger, Jr. E sq.
General Counsel
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Commerce Avenue
E 118 33
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902

Mr. E. G. Beasley
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Commerce Avenue
Knoxville, Tennassee 37902

.

Mr. Michael Harding ~-

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
P. O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

Mr. David Lanbert
Tennessee Valley Authority
303 Power Suilding
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401
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DEC 2 91978
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION

-

SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2

DOCKET NOS. 50-327/328

1. a. Indicate the estimated annual costs by year for each unit to
operate the subject facility for the first five full years of
commercial operation. The types of costs included in the
estimates should be indicated and should include (but not
necessarily be limited to) operation and maintenance expenses
with fuel costs shown separately, depreciation, taxes, and
reasonable return on investment. (Enclosed is a form which
should be used for each year of the five-year period.) In-
dicate the projected plant capacity of each unit for each
year. In addition, provide similar data assuming plant capacity
factors of 50% and 60%. --

b. Indicate the unit price per kWh experienced on system-wide sales
of electric power to all customers for the most recent 12-month
period.

2. Indicate the estimated costs of permanenti.. shutting down the facility,
a listing of what is included in such costs, the assumptions made in
estimating the costs, the type of shutdown contemplated, and the source
of funds to cover these costs.

3. Provide an estimate of the annual cost to maintain the shutdown facility
in a safe condition. Indicate what is included in the estimate, assump-

tions made in estimating the costs, and the source of funds to cover these
costs.

4. Provide copies of TVA's " Power Quarterly Report" for the most recent
period. Also, provide a copy of the most recent " Power Annual Report".

5. Provide copies of the prospectus for TVA's most recent security issue
and copies of the preliminary prospectus for any pending issue (s).

6. Indicate the amount of TVA's most recent rate relief action and provide
copies of the order authorizing the rates. Provide details of the
amount and timing of any prospective rate increases.
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DEC 2 01978
Request for Additional Information

Contair. ment Systems Branch
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Units 1 & 2

Docket Nos. 50-327/328

7. Your response to Staff question 6.56 (TVA letter J. Gilleland to

S. Varga - November 14,1978) regarding the effects of a postulated

main steam line break inside the reactor containment building indicates
.

that TVA believes that the results of analyses performed for a " generic"

ice condenser plant as a part of the LOTIC-3 topical report program

provided a bounding containment ter.perature profile for the Sequoyah

Nuclear Plant. We have reviewed the information you have provided and

agree that the results of analyses performed for the " generic" plant

for the review of the LOTIC-3 long term ice condenser code would be

conservative with respect to the expected Sequoyah plant long term
#response. However, the topical report analyses did not include a

spectrum of small main steam line split breaks to assure that the

worst temperature profile for the containment was obtained.

We will therefore require additional information regarding the analyses

of the containment temperature response to postulated main steam line

break (s) which you reference in your response to NRC question 6.56.

Specifically, we will require the following information to complete

our review of the containment response to postulated ruptures of the

main steam line inside containment.
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For the worst small split break (i.e., 30% power level with assumed.

failure of the auxiliary feedwater runout protection system), provide

the results of containment response analyses using the LOTIC-3 code

for a spectrum of break sizes ranging in size up to the small split

break previously analyzed. The spectrum of breaks analyzed should include

the largest split break whicn would not result in automatic initiation

of the containment spray system and the largest split break which would

not result in automatic initiation of the containment return air fan (s).
. -

. -

For cach break analyzed provide: 1) a figure similar to figure 12.2

(WCAP-8354 Supplement 2) showing upper and lower compartment temperature

as a function of time; 2) a figure showing containment pressure as a

function of time; 3) a table similar to Table 12.3 (WCAP 8354 Supplement

2) identifying the mass and energy release rate data used in the ./'

containment analyses; and 4) identification of any actions assumed to be

performed by a control room operator during the course of the accident

and the time at which operator actions are assumed to occur including

justification for the assumed operator actions .

For all breaks of the spectrum analyzed provide a table showing the

following: 1) size of the break; 2) maximum lower compartment temperature

(T -max); 3) time of T -max; 4) time of containment spray initiation;
L L

and 5) time of containment return air fan operation.
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Sequoyah Questions DEC 2 91978

*
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,

REACTOR SYSTEMS BRANCil'

,

8 Initial upperhead temperature - Inplant temperature measurements
(15.4) of the upperhead in UHI plants have shown the upperhead temperatura

to be between that of the cold leg and hot leg temperatures. Provide
the basis for your assumed initial upperhead temperature used in
your LOCA calculations. Indicate how you will demonstrate the
appropriateness of this temperature.

.

If you have increased your core bypass flow to achieve the desired
,

upperhead temperature, describe how you accounted for thi.; in your
analyses of other transients and accidents reported in Chapter 15.

,

. -

9. UHI pressure and other events - Depressurization events may reduce
(15.4) the RCS pressure below that of the injection pressure of the UHI

system. Describe how your final upperhead injection accumulator
pressure effects all depressurization events in Chapter 15 (e.g.,

steam line breaks).

'
10 Core inlet temperature - The sensitivity study on core inlet
(15.4) temperature you referenced for Sequoyah was analyzed assuming

perfect mixing in the upperhead (which produced the most limiting

LOCA results on McGuire). Perfect and imperfect mixing assumptions
generate different dynamics in the LOCA calculations. Provide a

_ sensitivity study on initial core inlet temperature for Sequoyah
where the imperfect mixing calculations are limiting.

11. Cold leg accumulators - Your analysis of cold leg accumulator
(15.4) delivery rates and water volumes does not supply sufficient information

on the imperfect mixing case. The sensitivity study you referenced
for accumulators analyzed minimum UH delivery and maximum set
pressure for the imperfect mixing cass. It is not clear to the

staff whether the minimum or maximum delivery rate is most
conservative for Sequoyah. For the imperfect mixing case, provide'

.
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(15.4) sensitivity studies for both maximum and minimum cold leg
accumulator delivery rates tb include appropriate perturbations

of the pressure, water volume, and line resistance.

12. Offsite power - It is not clear to the staff that loss of offsite
(15.4) power / loss of flow is always a conservative assumption for a LOCA

- calculation. Some LOCA calculations have predicted more restrictive

. results when the reactor coolant pumps were allowed to continue
operation during the early phases of the LOCA. Provide a LOCA

analysis, including the effect on containment, parameters,_for the
0.6 DECLG break (imperfect mixing) with no loss of either offsite
power or power to the reactor coolant pumps.

.

13. Break spectrum - Your spectrum of breaks analyzed for LOCAs is not
(15.4) satisfactory. Previous UHI plant applicants have submitted 1.0CA

analyses which indicate that LOCA calculations assuming perfect
mixing are the most limiting. For the perfect mixing case provide

#
LOCA calculations for 1.0 and 0.4 DECLG breaks. For imperfect

mixing provide the most limiting split break calculation and justify
why this break is the most limiting.

Statistical uncertainties - Your discussion of uncertainties4,

15.4.l} associated with UHI delivery and its associated volume indicates
that some uncertainties were combined statistically using a Monte

Carlo evaluation. Discuss and justify the distributions chosen
for these uncertainties and indicate the sensitivity of totcl UHI
delivery to these assumptions

15. UHI blowdown - Your recent revision to question G.50 does not supply
(Q 6.50) sufficient information for the staff to review your proposed UHI

pre-op test. Provide the following information:
-

1. Discuss your method and acceptance criteria for determining
.

if nitrogen is entrained in the UHI discharge.
.
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. (Q 6.50) 2. Discuss the initial conditions for the test and justify why'

,

they will lead to a conservative test of nitrogen entrainment.
Discuss the impact of delaying isolation valve closure during
the test to assure that late closure does not lead to nitrogen
entrainment.

16. SLB/LOCA repressurization - Your response te question 6.54 on
(Q 6.54) repressurization following a steam i le break (SLB) or small

break LOCA was inadequate. Provide the operator instructions
for the prevention of reactor coolant system overpressure following
a LOCA or SLB Occalculate the small LOCA analysis on repressuri-

.

zation for ',equoyah or justify why the referenced analysis w1rk done
for the British by Westinghouse in 1974 bounds Sequoyah.
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